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/\BSTRACT 
Changes in Spider Co1;11~11nJty Attributes 
Alonr. :i Suhalpinc Succc>sslonal <:radicnt 
hy 
Gerald Norman H:iagcn, Doctor ,~f Philosophy 
Utah State University, l ll79 
'.fa_ior l'!'ofessor: Dr. James A. NacNahon 
Ocpartncnt: Biology 
The spiJer conununit ics of four stages of a successional sere le.ad in:: 
to :rnJ including spruce forests Wt.'rc sLudicJ in northern Utah. Four 
seral stas;cs were recognized. These lncluJl': meadows, J,-. 1,cn (Poj_>~l.us 
~rcrnuloides) sta11Js, suhalpin1.• fir (,\hies lasiocarpa) forest, and lhc 
cl irna:, Engelmann si)r11c1.· (l~c~:_i _ t·11gelni;1nni i) iorcsts. 
During the snow-free periods of 197fi, 1977, and 1978, 15,987 
spiders were collected by three racthoJs including: pitfall traps, 
by beating vegetation, and with sweep-net samples. Additionally, 
1600 15-second intervals of hchavioral observations, and measurements 
of 182 web loca::ions were made. 
Of 91) species collected, 44 were· considered residents of the sere; 
crit1.·ri.l for assir,nin!~ the species lo foraging strategies (3) an:.i 
guilds (9) arc presented. Fivt~ spider corr.r.1unities were ostensively 
dcfincd--one in the ground stratum of each of the stages and one in 
the tree stratum of the conift!r stages. 
The data were used to compare the guild strategics of the spidl'rs 
of the seral stages and 10 address various hypotheses about succcssi,111al 
Xi 
change in animal community characterislks. Increases with m:1Lurity as 
prer!icted were ohservcd for 6 spider coramunir :y paramcLers incluJin~: 
total biomass, species Jivcrsity--ricl11wss component, species diversity---
cquitability component, stratification and spatial heterogeneity, ml'.lll 
organism size, and temporal st ratification. ,\ life cycle hypothesis 
(i.e., short and simple life cycles in (•arly stages, long and complex 
ones In mature stages) could nol Le tL·stcc.l he,:ause, depending on the liie 
cycle type consic.lt>rcd, I found d iametr ic.i l ly opposed trends (semi-annual 
and biennial life cycle types both incr'-•ascd with maturity). 
T:1e spider species of the grounc.l-stratum racadow community were 
primarily di!-;persed in a time dimension (seasonal); the spiders of 
the tree-st riltum community were primarily distributed in a spatial 
dimension (raicrohabitat). Spiders of Lhe forest ground-strata 
comnunities were dispersed in spatial and Lt\lnporal dimensions. ;'\u 
J iraension was ascertained to be of funJ,1r.1ental importance. 
Distributions of ground-dwelling species with different foragin c 
strategics, anc.l the resident species of the ground-stratum communities 
were correlated canonically to H environmental variables. Spic.ler 
species of the meadow comnunity were correlated with a bar::! dir._ 
var iahle. Spic.lcrs oi the aspen cunlI'.luni ty were c orrelated with 2 
env ironr:iental var i:ihlcs includ in;;: grasses and forbs and a low foliage 
imle::. llunl ing spic.lcrs were correlated with the meadow and aspen 
variables. Ambushing spiders, ~ch-builc.ling spiders, and the spider 
species of the ground stratur.i :;prucc comr.iunity were correlated with 5 
cnviron~cntal variables including : litter dcptl1, canopy cover, tree 
h,,sal arc:i, dead leaves anJ needles, and logs. 
(135 p.:.gcs) 
HlTRODUCTION 
Two basic problc:ns in community ecology ar.: - how species in 
cor.1111unitie!' arl< organized spatially and temporally, and how the 
commw!ity organization changes in time (Post and Riechcrt, 1977). 
Important features influencing community org~nization are the physi-
l 
cal characteristics of a habitat and the competitive relationships among 
the spatially coexisting species . Although it has often been demon-
strated that the outcome of competition is influenced by environmental 
conditions (Gause, 1934; Nageli, 1865; Park, 1962), one can postulate 
that 2 differentiable processes arc involved. Potential inh~l,.i.tants 
must be capable of ~hysically surviving at a sit~and they must be 
conpetitively successful; the specific attributes of the component 
species must be ecologically complcnentary. 
Spiders have several qualities which reco111111end them as subjccls 
for studies in community ecology. They arc widely distributed, 
nu~erically abundant, and ecologicallv important as predators 
(Moulder and ?teichle, 1972; Riechert, 1974; Robinson ~md Robinson, 1970). 
As a group they are biologically quite homogeneous, bein~ small, 
soft-bodied, euryphagous carnivores which use silk and/or venom 
to subdue their prey (Enders, 1973). Physical parameters which 
have been implicated in a causal fashion with the distribution and 
abundance of spiders include: support flexibility (Enders, 1971), 
inter-support distance (Cherrett, 1964), and dcRrcc of protection 
from wind (Duffey, 1962) for orb-web weavers; liKht intensity (van dcr 
Aart, 1973), type of substrate (Lowrie, 1973), and orientation of the 
vegetation (Greenquist and Rovner, 1976) for lycosids; humidity and 
slope of soil (Coyle, 1971) for antrodlaetids: and substrate 
architecture (Hatley, 1978; Robinson, 1978) for the shrub stratum 
spiders of a con:munity. Interpretation of the relationships lll'l\ .'L·en 
changes in the environment and those in the spider populations is 
facilitated by the fact that spiders nre fairly independent of a 
given species of vegetation or prey. Their occurrence is primarily 
determined by the physical factors of tl1c environment (Elliott, 19)0: 
lluhta, 1971; Lowrie, 1948). 
The nature of the interractions hi.:tween coc>:isting spi .der 
species can he inferred if the r.i:inncr in which the resources of the 
habitat arc partitioned is known. Spider sr,ecies may he active at 
different seasons (Dondale, 1961: 1977: Smith, lq28), and durin~ 
different parts of the <lay (Oondnle ct al., 1972; Gertsch and Riecht.'rt. 
1976) . In addition thl •y r:i."ly di ffcr in sizl' (Uetz. 1977). fornr,inr 
technique (Turnbull, 1973), and mlcrnhahitat preference (Colebourn, 
1974; Gertsch and Riechert, 1976; Luczak, 1963; Nyffeler and Benz, 
1978). Segregation of spider species along these axes presumably 
results in differential exploitation of the prey resources of a 
habitat. 
The responses of individual species to en'lironmental variable s 
create the context within which a comr.iunity is organized. A 
description of the pattern of occurrence in tir.ic and sp .,ce toi;cthcr 
with the "important" ecological attributes (i.e., ~ ize and foraging 
strategics, for spiders) of the component species populations of a 
colll!lunity represents the community structure. ~lost previous workers 
who have described the structure of spider cornmunit ie~ !i " ·'c cr::pi.,,:; i ::, •<l 
2 
3 
either the space (Post anJ Riechert, 1977) or time dimensions (Canws anJ 
Barnes, 1955; Muma, 1973), and deduced the nature of interractions from 
such incomplete information. But, if adequate empirical data 
pertaining to both the spatial and temporal dynamics of 8 community 
are not available, the description of that colTllllunity's structure is 
necessarily incomplete. 
The question of how the organization of a cormnunity chanr,es 
in time, at one scale, can be approached by studying the patterns of 
change among habitats which arc presumed to represent a successional 
chronosequcnce. There have been numerous studies of ecological 
succession in spider communities (Barnes, 1953; Berry, 1967; Ouffev, 
1978; Huhta, 1971; Leitin~er-~likoletsky, ElltO; Lowrie, 1943~ ilartin, 
1965). The 13 year study hy l!uhta is the only onl' in which a sin~lt.! 
site was investigated over a long period. Using quadrats and pitfall 
traps, Huhta studied tht! succession of spider communities on the floor 
of a European spruce forest, parts of which had been burned and/or 
clear-cut. Afte ·r burning, the species composition changed radically 
for 2 years; maximum divergence was reached after 7 years when 70% of 
the spiders were those typical of pioneer or early developmental 
stages. Thirteen years after burning, the composition of the spider 
community was similar to that found in a climax stand. Species 
diversity (Fisher's n index) declined to a minimum at 2 years, then 
increased to a maximum at 7 years, and returned to the pre-burning 
val~e after 13 years. An index of similarity ( Kendall's T Coefficient) 
comparing the burned to the original community declined for the first 
7 years, after which it increased, coinciding with the pattern of 
change of the ecological spectrum of the spiders (i.e., xeric-adaptcd 
vs. mesic-adapted species). Huhta noted that. "The succession in the> 
spider community did not bear any relation to the course of the 
botanical succession after hurning-ovcr." hut rather that, " ..• tlw 
spider succession showed an obvious pa1·a l lel 1 ism wlth the general 
physiognomic development of the habitat." 
Lei t inr,er-:-11 kolct sky (1940) cone luded that successiona l chanJ-:es 
in the spider fauna of a spruce sere reflected physiognomic chanp,c-s 
of the vegetation. Tl1ree phases were rcco~nized. Wander!n~ spider ~ 
arc associated with clear-cut fields, whereas after the ficlJ is 
well-vegetated, web-spiders arc included in the community. Web-spiders 
eventually predominate in r.iature closcd-c;mopy stands. 
Lowrie (1948) collected spiders from l.1kc shore throur,:1 becch-ni:iplt-
forcst stnges of a t,t!re border in~ Lake '.-tich ig;m. Ile terned the first 
sta~e the "lycosid associe~." Salticids and thornisids W•'r,• abundant in 
the thickets of the middle <l,· vclopmcnt;1l sta1~cs :met linyphifds 
predominated in the climax forest, whid1 contained the ~reatest 
number of species for which only a single specimen was collected. 
Species richness peaked in the late-developmental black oak stage. 
Char:ictcristic spidl'r species were present in each of 3 sta~es of lc>i'. 
decay in the climax forest. An intact log had a fauna of pioneer. 
vagrant spid~rs. while agelcnids, al"laurohiids, and some theridiids 
built wc•bs in the crevices and cavities which hecar.ie available as 
decay proceeded. As termination was approached the loP, \.-as again 
populated hy vagrant spiders which ran .about on the "crumb l t 1:.~ mass''. 
Barnes (1953) recognized g seral communities between intertidal 
marsh grass and a climax live oak forest along the eastern coast 
of North Carolin,-i. Althour,h he did not exarni ne tlw cl im.:1x forest, lw 
asserted that each hahit:1t typ(• had a distinct assemhlage of spider 
species, constant over space, and cxhihltin~ no significant sea s onal 
changes. He termed this assemblage an "ahstract community." Observed 
differences from the icteal structure were attributed to zoor,eographi<: 
and experimental sar.ipling error. Lycosids were most abundant in the 
late d(!VelopMental sta~es, and maxir.mm spider density and species 
r lchncss occurred in the most mature comr.iun i ty studied. 
Martin (l 965) found that tht! wch-spid(.•r families Linyphiidac, 
Hahniidae, and Thcridiidae predominated in the older stands of a red 
pine plantation in central Ontario, whereas the younger trees harhor<.·d 
more species of Lycosidac and Gnaphosidac. 
Berry (1967) stud i,~d old-field succession in the Piedmont rci:i.on 
of llorth Carolina. lie concluded that old-field species assemhlagcs 
differed from thnsc of the forest, ,-ilthour,h he did no:: specify the 
nature of the difference. The ~rcatcst abundances of spiders were 
found in early developmental stages. 
In thL' most recent publication ostensihly pertaining to ecolor.ical 
strategies of spider ·s in pioneer and r.iature habl tats, Duffey (1978) 
reached the conclusion that, 
" ... easily acquired cor.iponcnts of habitat description, especially 
structure, f]oristics. history, management, area and clioatic 
features. arc i~portant factors in understanding faunnl succession 
and the occurrence and status of a species in a particular 
locality." 
~Jone of the above was nrcsented or d iscusscd. 
5 
METIIODS 
The sere examined is one of several found in the Central Rocky 
Mountains. Suhalpine meadows arc succeeded hy ecosystems dominated 
hy aspen (Populus E._~m111:E_ij_~) and in turn hy subalpine fir (Abies 
_l_a_:~-~-~-arpa). The climax forest ls dominated hy En~clmann spruce 
"The study site was locatl!d in the Wasatch Mountains of north<'rn 
Utah, principally in or adjacent to the Utah State University 
School Forest. Cache County and Rich County. Utah (elevation= 
2.470 m). In this area, aspen typically forms narrow bands 
20-40 m wide around the periphery of small meadows (0.3-10 ha, 
rarely laq~cr). Larger expanses of suhalpine fir-dominated 
forest grade into clim.1x spruce-dominated forest. Thesr seral 
staBeS form a mosaic with stages from other seres. notahly 
lodgepole pine (Pinus contorta) after fire. Cluops of subalpinc 
fir are con11:1only.fo~rl_i_1~1~intcriors of meadows, and individuals 
or SM.111 groups of aspen. or even srn.111 openings which t:1ight be 
considered "meadow". can he found within fir and snruce forest. 
Thus, in each of the seral stages examined, ver,etativr components 
from adjacent stages probably exert some influence on the 
(animals) present. 
"The School forest has been subject to light to moderate 
grazinr, by hoth sheep and cattle for (at least) several decades. 
While meadows were probably severely overr,razed in the early 
1900's, {I) assume that current meadow and forest conditions 
reflect those which would be present and affecting (anir.ials) 
undl!r pristine conditions ••• ," (Andersen ct al., 1979). 
With respect to the type of vegetation present, Schimpf et al. 
(197<l) noted, "the li .fe-forr.i composition of the vegetation is r.ttlwr 
simple. consisting of herhs nnd, except ln the meadow, trees. 
Individuals of shrubby species :ire uncommon .••• " 
Three replicate plots cnch 0.1 ha in size (20m by 50m) were 
j 
surveyed and staked in cacl1 seral stage(~• meadow, A= aspen, F fir, 
S = spruce; Fir,s. land 2). Two plots in each stage (Ml, M2, Al, i\2, 
Fl, F2, S2, S3) were considered representative of the stage indicated. 
One plot of each stage was chosen with the inLention of sampling 
the spiders from plots approximating the extreme habitats present 
in the sere. Thus, MJ and A3 were relativPLy well-vcr .ctatcd plots 
on steep, moist, east-(acinr, slopes. Plot ~1, thour,h dominated by 
spruce (st•e Appendix) was physiognonical I y l i kc the rcprcsentat ive 
fir plots, Fl and F2: F] was a spruce-like plot dominated by fir trees. 
(·1.,., terms "representativL"" and "soruce-1 ikc" are subjective terms 
referring to !"IV Gestalt impressions of the lwhitats.) 
Tlw collectin_g technioucs 
A central linP of 5 pitfall traps was installed within each plot 
and used to sample spiders of tl1e litter and ground strata (together 
hereafter rcfcrrL"d to as "ground stratum"). The traps used were a 
:-rnallcr version (8 cn wide, 10 cm de~p) of the trap described by Uetz 
and Unzicker (1976): a plywood roof (Fig. 3) was used in.;tc·:.d of the 
wire grill sugRested. 
The above-ground strata were sampled each week on clear (i .c., ll<J 
clouds were visible), calm (i.e., no discernible wind) day!", between 
1500 hr and 1800 hr. !\ranches of the "tree stratum" (15 cm to 2 m ht) 
were sampled with n heating cloth and stick. Because of the destructive 
nature of the technique, a r,roup of branches was sar:iplcd only once .-1 
season. 
The herbaceous stratum was sampled with a sweep net. Th~·rc were 
so few non-meadow hcrhacenus-laycr spiders ( less than on,• spider/hr of 
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Figure]. Middle pitfall tr,1p in H2, 10 July 1979. 
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sampling effort in 1977) that only the meadow herbs were sampled in 
1978. Fifty standard sweeps (~1ittakcr, 1952) were repeated 3 times and 
all spiders collected were pooled as a sampll• unit. The sweep net was 
emptied after 25 sweeps if so much VC!,:etation was swept into the net 
that sampling efficiency seemed to he impaired. 
Two non-systematic sampling procedures were used. I located as 
many webs as possihJe of each species of web-spider, and for each w1.>h 
I measured height above Rround and size (length of line-weh, 
diameter of sheet-, orb-, space-, or surfaCl.'-coverinr,-web). The 
relation of the web to the trunk of the tree and the peripheral 
branches, and the form of a retreat, if present, were described. The 
inhabitant was collected, measured, and identified. 
To evaluate the t irne-hud~ets of diurnal hunting spiders, whenever 
sighted an individual wl1ich was foraging, I recorded total distance 
r.iovcd, nicrohabitat ocupicd (Tahlc 8), :ind height above the s11rf.1ce 
if appl icahlc. at 15-scc intervals. An individual spider was ~en em 11 y 
observed for 25 intervals (375 secs). The temperature of the surfocc 
upon which the spider was foraging most of the time was measured and 
recorded. The spider was collected if possible. 
Evaluation ~~ _the sampling meth~~~ 
The use of sweep nets, beating cloths, vacuum devices, quadrati; 
and Tull~rcn funncln docs not provide satisfactory estimates of spider 
density. Different collectors or even the same individual at different 
times may use the above devices in different ways producin~ various 
errors (Turnbull, 1973). Turnbull alsr, noted that the sweep net is 
totally useless for some species. 
Gray and Treloar (1933) concluded that the number of sweeps which 
would be required to achieve, "even a 50% error ranr,c ••• is so larr,c 
as to preclude the usefulness of the technique .... " Based on sweep 
net samples, Muma and ~luma ( 1949) concll.dcd that oxyopids ar<! nocturnal 
hunters;whereas Comstock (1912), c:ertsch (1%9), Vollmer and Mac~lahon 
(1974), and Lowrie (1942, 1948, 1971) classify oxyopids as diurnal 
hunters. During the nlr,ht, oxyoplds are suspended motionless from 
n single strand of wc-hhlng and they arc readily captured by swccpin:;-
During the day they arc active and alert, and fewer specimens arc 
captured (Lowrie, 1971). If the lime of activity of a species is to 
be determined, some method other than sweeping, beating, or vacuur.iin)!. 
is probably preferabll!. Luczak (1959), howcvt"r, considers the 
sweep net to be an accurate non-selective sampl inr, tool. 
The relative ahund:111cc of spiders captured i11 rttfall tratts may Ill' 
hl.-1sed for the following reasons: 1) tlu.• iil:<-'lihood of capture is 
~reater for more active spiders (llcydernann, 1961; Turnbull, 1973: 
Huhta, 1971); 2) the preservative or the microhabitat associated 
with the trap (Fir,. 3) may be attractive or rcpellant to diffrrent 
individuals (Turnbull, 1973); 3) in sonl i habitats movement may be 
impeded (lleydern.,nn, 1961): 11 ) climatemayunpredfrtal,ly influence th,• 
number of individuals captured (C.reenslade, 1964; Southwood, 196(:). 
Huhta (1971) rcalizC!d the problems associatc>d with fnu.•rpretation 
of data frol'!l pitfall collections hut used this teclmjaue hecnuse, 
" .•• it is useful for comparing numbers of a given species over :, r,,1 ·1 ,. 
of habitats," and, '\•pigeic spiders, because of their great size and 
act lvi ty, possess a ~rca ter irnpo rtance in the cor:1muni ty than sur,gest•·<I 
by their number per unit area." 
L :! 
Breymeyer (1966), Heydcmann (1961) and Uetz (cited in Uetz and 
Unzicker, 1976) refer to "penetrance" or "active density" rather than 
abundance of spiders in pitfall traps, and makt? no pretense that 
absolute density 1s heing measured. 
11 
When sampling accuracy of pitfall traps was compared to a 
density-estimating technique of known reliability, Uetz and Unzicker 
(1976) concluded that pitfall traps, "can be usc-d, with caution, in 
ecological studies." The conditions which they considered neces::;ary 
include: cursorial spldl'rs s:tmpled; Ion~ collccLior. periods; compa1·i:,1111 ot 
simultaneous collections, habitat impedance considered; data supplemented 
by a second method; and kn"wn ~oo.1rccs of t•rror reduced. Thes,1 condition,; 
were TJCt in tl1e present study. 
ldentification and measurement of ~pe'=_i_!!l~ns 
All specimens were preserved and stored In 70% ethanol. They 
were identified to species or assi~ncd to OTll's (Vandermeer, 1972). 
Body lenr,th (B.L.) was measured Lo the nearest 0.1 mm using a 
micro-ruler. 
Schedule 
The study was her,un in 1976. June and July of that yt?ar were 
devoted to preliminary reconnaissance. Plots were selected and pitt;1ll 
traps were installed on 23 July. The numher of trap-hour:-; 1wr • .. ·c('k 
was the saoe durinr, 1977 and 1978, wlth the exception of th.: addition 
of a third fir plot (FJ) durinr, the latter year. The la~t snow-frt·,· 
day for 1977 and 1978 was 5 November, on which date all pitfall trap i; 
were eraptlcd. 
I :, 
Env iron!'lcnta 1 .E.i!.E!!!!!..':..'=..':!"~~ 
V,'llucs for I) environmental paranwters were ohtil incd hetwe<'.n 24 
August and ') September 1978, in each uf the 12 plots. llir,h (l~ Cl'l < 2 "') 
anJ low (ht < 15 cm) foliage density indices were derived using thl.' pole-
tangent method (Landres and MacMahon, 1980). Two 50 m transects, 10 m 
apart, were run, equidistant from the edge and the center of each rectan-
gular plot. Tree basal area values were calculated by summing the crus:; 
sectional areas (diameter-breast-high was measured) of each tree in a 
plot. A canopy cover Index was the nur.ibcr of squares obscured in tile 6 x 
6 grid of the viewfinder of a single-lens reflex camera with a normal 
(45° subtended) lens, divided by the total number of squares (180). Thl· 
camera w.is placed directly over each pitfall trap in a plot. 
Percent of surface area covered by grasses and forbs, dead leaves 
and needles, bare ground, and logs were estimated as the averar,c values 
obtained in 10 randomly select<!d areas within each plot measured us !11; ·, 
a standard Daubenmire (ramc (10x50 cm) (Daubenmire, 1956). Litter depth 
values are the averages of 20 measurements 0.2 m in the cardinal dir,·,·-
tions from each of the 5 pitfall traps • 
.\n;~~ical tcclu)L~C's 
Cluster analysi:; was used to ordinate the plots. A program 
(CLUSTAR) dcsii;ned by II. Charles Romesburg and writt<.·n by Kim H,H"sla.,11 
was used for the cluster analysis. Samples (each plot-yC'ar) were 
compared by the Bray-Curtis Similarity Coefficient. Objects of 
the ~amplcs were spec ics and families of spiucrs; attributes were 
the number of individuals per object. Uenro~r:1ms were ~cneratecJ 
from the rescmbl.'lnce m.1tr ices by using the Ul'CMA clustering 
method (unweighted pair-~roup Method using ar i thn -~l: 1· averages). 
Relative abundances of spider groups of the plots were related tu 
9 environmental variables hy canonical correlation analysis (CCA, 
Morrison, 1967). There were 12 samples (plots); the maximum number 
of variables which could he analyzed at one Limewasll, since J11ore 
samples than variables is a requirement of the technique. 
CC,\ had 2 sir,ni.f leant limitations (Gauch and Wentworth, l'J7H): I) 
it is assumt.-d that the variables arc lfnrar; 2) if si.ngularity (valut:s 
of a subset of variables sums to 1. 0) b; present in the dat.:i 
it will not be analyzed. The latter limitation has the practical 
effect of further lit-::1in~ the number of variables which can b(~ 
compared. A rough asscs• ,ment of the linearity of the variables was 
sufficient to determine that the first assumption was violated. 
llowcver, v:rn dc•r ,\art and Smccnk-Ensertnck (1976) used CCA to 
conp.1re the distributions of a !;ct of huntlni~ spidt.-rs to a set of 
environmental varinblcs and concluded that the technique was cf valui;,. 
lt riay be that the simple physical indices used as environmental 
variables in that study (and in the present one) are correlated in a 
unique fashion to spider distribution. so that it seems to work very 
well for spiders and tlwir physical environments. 
:.r~-•21.!. i nol~y__ 
A resident species i~ ·!cf incd as one for which at least one 
adult was collected durinr, 2 of the 3 field !<c:1s,)l}s and for which 
at least 5 individuals were collected during the 3 seasons. 
An accidental species (Futuyma :md Gould, 1'•79: ~ac:t:iiion and 
Trii;g, 1972) is a resident in the sere, but ha:-; ll·ss th:m s··~ of its 
LS 
total number in thl' particular seral community ht.!inJt considt>rcd, In 
which Lt is 11"1ccidcntnl." 
An incidental species (Jan z en, 1977) j,-; one which is not l"t!sl<l, !11t 
in any co:mmnlty of tlw sere s tud icd. Individuals \Jhich have <ll sp.:r,w< ! 
from . 1 distant (not dcflnc,I) hahitat are incldcnt.il. 
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RF.SULTS 
Between 23 July 1976 and 5 November 1978 I collected 15,987 spiders, 
belonging to 97 species in 16 families and 9 guilds (Tables 1, 2, 3, 4; 
Figs. 4, 5). Fifty-one of the species were considered incidental to the 
sere. The 44 species considered resident (Table 4) were distributed 
among the ground strata of all 4 seral stages and the tree strata of the 
fir and spruce star,es. There were no resident spider species in the 
herbaceous strata of the sere, or the tree stratum of the aspen stages. 
Therefore, I ignore the 202 herbaceous layer specimens collected over 
the ) years, as well as the )2 aspen tree specimens (Table 2). 
!_'lot ordination and _d_efinition ~f communities of the ~ 
It was presumed that 6 communities were present, a ground stratur.1 
com.-nunity in each stage and tree strata communities in the fir- and 
spruce-dominated stages. Rather than arbitrarily defining thccommunitics, 
spider taxa were used as the variables to ordinate the plots in rl!lat 1011 
to each other. 
The relative abundances of ground strata spider families during each 
year for each plot (28 sacples) were compared by cluster analysis (fig. 6i 
The least similarity (0.)8) is between mt!adow and forest samples. Samples 
from "typical" spruce stands form a discrete group (coefficient of simi-
larity= 0.45) within the forest sample. The coefficient of similarity 
of :. cluster of 5 aspen samples with a large heterogeneous assemblage of 
forest samples is 0.61. At a similarity coefficient value of 0.65 then: 
arc 4 clusters uhich correspond to ccadow, spruce, aspen, an,l ..i fir, aspen, 
fir-like spruce (Sl) cluster, if the 1976 samples .ire cxcl<1dcd. The simi-
larity index used (Bray-Curtis Similarity Coefficient, Bray and Curtis, 
l'J75) in1..~uded quantitative and qualitiativc difference:; among the 
Table 1. Species list, Hpiders of a spruce-fir sere. 
:.::.::.::.::.:.:.:.::.::.::.:::.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.·.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.-:-_----- -- --- ------
Taxo~n'--------------
Ar,clenidae 
Circurina robusta 
Amaurohiidae 
Ca llobius nomeus 
Antrodiaetid.:.c 
Antrodiaetus moot~ 
Araneidae 
Aculepcira nackardi 
Araneus nordm.~nni 
f. r i r.one cl..:n tosa 
Clubionidac 
Castianeira occidens 
-----
~Hearin "A" 
~acaria "B" 
----
~licnria "C" 
Micaria "D" 
Scotinclla nelvlcolens 
l>ictynidae 
Dictvna brevlt:irsus 
Mallos trivittatus 
F.rir,onidae 
"'11" 
Status 
Resident 
llcsldent 
Rl·sldent 
Incidental 
Resident 
Resident 
Incidental 
Incidental 
Resident 
Resident 
Incidental 
Incidental 
Resident 
Resident 
Resident 
Resident 
Table 1. Continued 
Taxon 
Erigonldac (continued) 
"~t2" 
"~13" 
"~14" 
"~IS" 
"~16" 
"~18" 
11 unidentified erigonids 
r.naphosidac 
Gnaohosa r:mscoruM 
!0._~lodr.1s•;us_ ~1~'.J.2 
Orodrassus coloradcn~is 
--------- --------
Zclotcs tuobus 
llahni i<lac 
~t.•o;mt istca sp. 
l.invphi id;1c 
,\11:icorn is oroct.~P:" 
Cl'rcogonal !>lcornis 
I. . "II" 
19 
=-===========----·-· 
Status 
Rl.'sidcnt 
Rt.•sident 
Rt.'sidcnt 
Rc,,ident 
Rt.•s !dent 
Res ldent 
Incidental 
lkid<lcnt 
Resident 
!~t.•sidcnt 
Rl·siclcnt 
Incidental 
Ht.·s !dent 
Rc>sidcnt 
Rl'si<lent 
Res idt!II t 
Resident 
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Table 1. Continued 
------------ ------------- ---- -·- -
---- -------- ----- ----
Taxon Status 
------------- -
Linyphiidac (continued) 
I.. calcarat:1 I.nc i<lcntal 
------
L. ranicri Incidental 
6 unidentified l.e~t_l!yJ:~~ .. :.t.'s spp. lncidl•ntal 
~ohvphantcs cristatus Rt.•sidl•nt 
t-!uhana rcminl•scens l{l·sidcnt 
---- -----
Zornclla cultrigl•ra Incidental 
12 unidentified linyphiids lncid1..•ntal 
l.ycosidne 
AlopycoH:i koch i !{cs I dt.'n t 
l:csidcnt 
Pardosa mackenziana 1:esidl•nt 
----- ------- -- -
I'. st e rna 1 is Incidental 
P . wvuta Resident 
Schlzocosa mccooki Incidental 
- ------ - ·---- ···-·-
Oxyopid,.ll• 
!~x_y_~_pcs_ sp. Incidental 
Phi lodrord<lac 
l'hilodromus alascl!nsis 
P. rufus Resident 
Thanatus formicinus Incidental 
Table 1. Continued 
Philodromidae (continued) 
Tihellus oblongus 
Sal ticidae 
Pellenes americanus 
~- laggani__ 
T>hidippus horealis 
Metaphi~ippus aencolus 
Sitticus finschi 
Talavera minuta 
11 S8 11 
Theridiidae 
Oipoena tibialis 
Theridion rnontanus 
T. neomexicanus 
T. ohlerti 
T. rabuni 
Thomisidac 
Misumcno~ var ia 
X. sp. 
Incertae sedls 
J unidentified species 
Incidental 
Resident 
Incidental 
Incidental 
Resident 
Incidental 
Resident 
Incidental 
Resident 
Resident 
Resident 
lncidental 
Resident 
Incidental 
Inc identa 1 
Incidental 
Incidental 
Incidental 
:?l 
Table 2. Number of Rpccimens col lectcd. 
::.:::====================:.::::::.=-:::...: -----·. . = :-:. .:--- . --- ----- :..:..:.:- : .  ::
~~cadow 
1976 
1977 
1978 
~~--~ 
1976 
1977 
1978 
Fir 
1976 
1977 
19711 
l'J7b 
1977 
197!1 
Total 
c:round llerhaceous 
--- -- ---- --- --- - ------
470 
1005 
14 I 1 
2886 
·m3 
1785 
"!.!14'!. 
4530 
14£, 
l IO:! 
l ·.142 
2590 
2 ')(1 
1265 
1094 
2(,4<) 
12655 
17 
15 
H 
hO 
() 
'i4 
() 
54 
l'!. 
() 
77 
2 
<J 
0 
l l 
202 
Tr,•t> 
') 
21 
() 
32 
'>68 
785 
8 
b:!0 
HlS 
1446 
.'.K87 
)'l 
Tahlc 3. ThrCl' ccolo~ical str.,tcgics and 9 spidl'r guilds. Sec 
discussion ior criteria and j11:;titication for this schem3. 
=====-=====--=====-=-;-_-__ ==-----· = - - -- ------'=====~ 
I. Act ivc lluntcrs 
1. Diurnal 
2. Nocturn,11 
l I.. Ar.,bushcrs 
3. Diurnal 
4. Nocturna I 
11 T. t:cb spiders 
5. Lin.:!-wd, 
{). Surface-covering-web (i.c .• planar wch cover .Im: a surfan·) 
7. Orh-1Jch (i.e. • p lancr vo.· rt ka l wch) 
8. Sheet-web (i.(i .• planer horizontal veb) 
9. Spac1.•-wch (i.l· .• scatt1.•r Lino.• or J-dir.1cnsion;1l wdi) 
Tahle 4. ,\ttriuutcs of the 44 resident spider species includini;: size; phenology; die! activity inferred 
fron (n) ti~c-part1tinne<l pitfall-trap specimens. For guild ~esignations sec Table J. ~/A= not 
applicable. 
====:--=====::...:-===-:-=--=---=- - . __ _.::=-____c..cc=----c-- - - -- ---- ----
Cud<.> Taxon 
------ -----------------
F. Ar.clenidac 
El Cicurina robusta 
F. AMaurobiidac 
Rl Callobius nomeus 
------ ---
r. Antrodiactidae 
~l Antrodiactu~ montanus 
F. ,\rnneidae 
Al /, r.rncu~ norJ~anni 
A2 Arani<.>lla disolicata 
1 Clubionidac 
CJ ~lie-aria "A" 
Ct. ~1ir;1rla "111 • 
C ~_i:_,}_t_r~1_i:_IJ_a_ pcl \'icokns 
F\o,ly l.(•np,th in r.in 
M:i(S.D.\ F:i(S.O.) 
5.17(0.47) 6 . 71(0,89) 
7.46(0.05) 9.33(1.0g) 
11.43(1.68) 
6.03(0.72) 8.AS(2.33) 
7. 70 
3.41(0)39) 3.84(0.41) 
1."'!l(<l.77\ ·i. 71 (0. ·,9) 
l . •) 7 ( 0 . 12 l :, . ! • . , ( n . 0 7) 
Life Cvclc Rrecdini; 
Pt!riod 
Oally (n) 
Activity 
Guild 
(1-9) 
---------------
nnn11al f.111 
biannual fall 
hlannual fall 
biannual fall 
annual spring 
nnnua l s111'\mer 
annual sprlnr, 
;,: :1 111.1] ~u :i:::,·r 
o,g3 nocturnal (75) 4 
0,85 nocturnal (258) 6 
1.0 nocturnal (12) 
di11rndl 
cl l11rnal 
0.9 diurnal 
n.,'J diurnal 
n. 5 diurnal 
(137) 
( S7) 
( I!.\'' 
4 
7 
7 
1 
I 
I -
.-
Table 4. Continued 
Code Taxon Rody l.enr,th in l'UTl J.tfe Cycle fin•ed t nr, naUv (n) Guild 
M:,t(S.n.) F:x(S.D.) Period Activity (1-9) 
r. IHctynid:1e 
12 Dictvna brcvitarsus 2.49(0.28) 2.62(0.22) annual sprinp, N/A 6 
-- -----
DJ Hallos trivittatus 4.00 5.88(0.73) bi:mnua 1 fa)l N/A 5 
F. Erir,onidae 
Ml 1.69(1.25) 1.60(0.12) semi-:rnnua 1 spr. & fall ~/A 8 
M2 1.60(0.15) 1.96(0.24) annual ~prior, 'j/A 8 
~13 1.43(0.22) 1. 59(0.19) annual fol 1 N/A 8 
M4 1.48(0.09) 1.62(0.15) annual fall ~:/A 8 
~15 1.66(0.97) 1.85(0.19) hiannual spr. & fall N/A 8 
M6 1.48(0.09) 1.62(0.15) annual fall N/A 8 
MB 1.74(0.17) 1.77(0.18) seMi-annual spr. & fall N/A 8 
F. Gnaphosidae 
G4 Qrass~~lus lamprus 3.74(0 . 23) 4.04(0.41) annual sprinr, 0,81 diurnal (4)) l 
C1 <:na11hosa r.iuscorum 7.11(1.11) 9.10(1.18) h iannua 1 surnncr 0.75 nocturnal (52) I .. 
r..; 
~, 
T:tble 4. C:011tinul!::! 
Codi' T,1xon 
·-· 
F. C.: .,:, hosidal' (continul!d) 
(;5 11:i_p~drnssus l'tm ls 
G2 Orodrassus coloradensis 
Gl Zelotes tuohus 
F. 1.1 nyphi 1 dae 
K2 /111acornis E_r_o_~e.1:s 
J6 n,~t!1yph,1n t~'?.. sp. 
Kl ~orcogon'!._l __ bicornis 
J3 llel_qi,horn tun,.!fil'..!!_a 
I7 ~epthv~1:1ntcs arhorea 
16 l.epthvph~ntes "H" 
J l Pit_y_~l1_y..r.!!_,1ntes cristatus 
t:) \{ubana n•rninc!- r:,•ns 
·- ·------ - --------
- -------- ·--·----- ----
Body Ll•ngth In 'Tlr.t 
!l:x(S.O.) F:x(S.D.) 
4.06(0.29) 5.0)(0.67) 
f..28(r.72) 9.24(2.29) 
5.57(0.36) 6.28(0.75) 
2.15(0.17) 2.58(0.20) 
3.12(0.21) 2.95(0.41) 
2.28(0.11) 2.50(0.17) 
3,ll(o.21) 3.67(0.30) 
2.28(0.23) ~.~7(0.17) 
3.15(0.21) 2.87(0.26) 
4.54(0.68) 5.00(0.45) 
2.36(020) 2.87(0 . 36) 
J.f fc Cycle 
.1nn11al 
biannual 
.innual 
annu a l 
annual 
annunl 
annual 
nnnunl 
annual 
annu n l 
annual 
BrcedinR Oailv (nJ 
Period Activity 
sprln~ 
fall 
SUln.'TlC r 
foll 
spring 
fal 1 
fall 
sm~mcr 
sprinr. 
spring 
fall 
0.5 nocturnal (1.'+jh 
0.93 nocturnal (15) 
0.85 diurnal (420) 
N / A 
:~/A 
:,/,\ 
!l/,\ 
N/A 
~;/A 
~/A 
N/ ,\ 
Cui ld 
(1-9) 
2 
4 
1 
8 
8 
6 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
r..; 
J-
Tahl~ 4. Continued 
Code 'faxon Body 1.ength In r.1m Life Cycle Breed in~ Oaily(n) Guild 
M:x(S.D.) F:x(S.n.) Period Activity (1-9) 
F. Lycosi1fac 
1.3 Alo~OS_.1 l<_o~hl 9.31(0.75 10.36(1.50) biannual spr.&foll n. 68 diurnal (19) c 4 
Ll Arctosa 0lpigena 5.99(0.44) 7.44(0.92) annual sprinr, 0.73 nocturnal (79) 2 
1.2 Pardosa mackcnziana 5.49(0.28) 6.43(0.70) annual spring 0.86 diurnal (615) 1 
LS Pardosa ~ 6.12(0.54) 6.47(1.17) annual spr. & foll diurnal (1) 1 
F. Philodrornidac 
Pl Philodromus alasccnsis 4.76(0.41) 5.50(0.72) annual sprinr, 0.6 diurnal (10) 3 
P2 Philodromus rufus 4.25(0.89) 4.27(0.4-,) annual spring diurnal 3 
F. Salt 1c idae 
S2 Mctaphidippus acneolus 4.48(0.39) 4.67(0.15) annual spring diurnal 1 
Sl Pcllenes arnericanus 4.98(0.26) 6.40(1.10) annual sutmncr diurnal 1 
-----
S5 Pcllcncs la!lli.!"1_1!_i 4.60(0.56) 5.70(0.42) annual summer diurnal 1 
S3 Talavera minuta 2.20(0.23) 2.79(0.25) nnnual spring 1.0 diurnal (2) 1 
----- ---
,.., 
'J 
Table 4. Continued 
-.------ -- -· - -
Code Taxon 
F. Thcridiidac 
T2 Dipocna tibia_!~ 
Tl Steatoda hcspera 
T4 Theridion rnontnnus 
T3 thcridion ohlcrti 
Body Length in mn 
M:i(S.D.) F:~(S.D.) 
1.84(0.~0) 3.57(0.34) 
4.35(0.63) 5.20(0.94) 
2.47(0.06) 3.40(0.35) 
2.16(0.23) 2. 47(0.25) 
a Pl~·.:.··otimpus is diurnal, Dondalc ct al., 1972. 
b 
_!!;1.;lo<lraisu~ is nocturnal, Post and Ricchert, 1977. 
I ife Cycle 
annual 
annual 
annual 
annual 
C i,l~ccosn kochi is nocturnal in the> fall. !l:igstr11m, 1970. 
Breeding 
Period 
spring 
spring 
spring 
spring 
Daily(n) 
Activity 
NIA 
N/A 
~/,\ 
t-/A 
Guild 
(1-9) 
9 
9 
9 
9 
r..; 
:,: 
Figure 4. Relative abundances of spider families in 12 plots 
(1977 and 1978 samples pooled). Top. families included 
in upper 90%; bottom. families included in lower 10~. 
B = Philodromidae; C = Clubionidae; E = Agelenidae; 
G = Gnaphosidae; I= Linyphiidae; L = Lycosidae; M = 
Erigonidae; N = Antrodiaetidae; P - Thomisidae; R = 
Amaurobiioae; S = Salticidae; T = Theridiidae. 
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~lg. 5. Relative abunJanccs o[ 6 spider guilds in 12 plots. 
~uilds dcsignatcJ as follows: clear= dlurru1l hunter; 
stippled = noct,li·1wl hunter, clear with "A" = diurnal 
ambusher; stippled with "A' ' = n0cturnal ambusher: 
vcrt lea l -hachurcs =surface-covering-web: croso;-nachurl'S .. 
sheet web. Also sec Table 3 (axis labelled top left 
diagram). Rare guilds (frequency c~ 1%) not included. 
Plot dcsl~nations as in Figs. 1 :rnd 2, -7 = 1977, -8"' 
1978. Bars SUM to 10oz. 
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attributes of tlu.! obj,•ct:; compared, anJ i;o the sm'lples with small num:i(•r s 
arc allotted dcu:plively low similarity values. The 1976 i;amplin, ; i"·~·::-l,lJ 
was incomplete anJ relatively few spiders we-re collected (Table 2): Lh:1t 
is the prohahle reason lur the se1;regath>n of some of the l'J76 samples 
(e . r,., 1-13-6, Fl-h), and it was consider ed adequate cause for l'Xcludin:; 
the 1976 samples from s ubsequent analysl:'s. 
The fir plot (FJ), whkh was com;i<l,•rcJ spruce-like, clusters with 
typical spruce samples . Thl! fir-like spruce plot (Sl) is most similar 
to one of the fir plots (F2). 
When the relative abundances of ground stratum spider species 1,,.·cr, · 
used as the attributes to compare i-;;1mpks (N ,,, 23, Fig. 7) a dcnJrogr .-11:i 
similar in most respects to Fig. 6 was proJuccd. There is no level of 
similarity at which 4 clusters can he disc e rned; the aspen group incluJcd 
only '• of the 6 nomin a l aspc :, samples. 
The relative abundances of species were used as the variables to 
compare 14 tree samples (Fig. 8). The aspen and conifer samples 
arc probably dissimilar (similarity coefficient= 0.13) because few 
spiders were collected in the aspen. Among the conifers, samples from 
the same year but different plot types arc more similar than samph·,; 
from the same tree species during different years. Part of the disp3rity 
is due to the data used for analysis. The number of individuals per 
species differed between 1977 and 1978. However, the species composition 
of pluts remained virtually the same from year to year. 
Operationally then, one tree stratum community (hereafter, "tree," 
community) and 4 ground stratum communities (hereafter, 'meadow," "aspen," 
"fir," and "spruce" communities) arc defined. The spl ,' crs c•f ground strata 
Fl and FL are considered to be a cor.ununity of a 11 1 ,. · ;,. ,oitat, proba l, :y 
Fig. 6. Cluster analysis of 28 spider assemblages of plots 
compared hy Bray-Curtis Similarity Coefficient (Bray and 
Curtis, 1957) using relative abundances of spider 
families from the ground stratum. Plot designations are 
as in Figs. land 2, -6 = 1976, -7 ~ 1977, -8 = 1978. 
MEADOW M3-6 M3-B 
M3-7 
M 1-a 
M 2-8 
1,12-7 
M 1-7 
M 1-6 
F I -6 
r SI -6 SPRUCE F3-8 
ri: 53-9 s2-1 
53-7 
s2-s 
F 1- 8 
FI - 7 
A3-7 
A 1-G 
s1-s 
S 1- 7 
F2-s 
F 2-7 
A3-8 
ASPEN I I A2-8 
A~-7 
0.443 0.607 0.771 I A 1- 8 [At-7' 
~ 
-
Fig. 7. Cluster analysis of 2] spid,•r assemblages of plots, 
comparC'd hy Jlrav-Curtis Similarity Copfficient, using 
rl •lative abun<lanc<'s of spi<l,•r .spcch•!, from the ground 
stratum. i'lot <lcsignat ions as in Figs. 1 an<l 2, -7 = 1977. 
-~"" 1Y78. 
0.178 
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0.622 
I 
M2-7 
'J.84~ 
Fig. S. Cluster analysis of 14 spider assemblages of plots, 
- compared by Bray-Curtis Similarity Coefficient using 
relative abundances of spider species from the tree 
stratum. Plot designations arc as in Figs. 1 and 2, 
-7 = 1977, -8 = 1978. 
1977 
-
CONIFER 
I 
I 
1978 
ASPEN 
o. 252 0.544 
.... 
.. 
0.835 
F 1- 7 
s2-1 
S 3-7 
SI -7 
F 2 -7 
F 3-9 
F 2-8 
s 2-e 
Fl-8 
S 3-9 
s 1-e 
Al-7 
A2-7 
A3-7 
4(1 
lnvlilt\ :mmP. properties of .1n ecotonl' . Spi<l~rs of the tre::! strata nf L!i,.-
represcntative fir and spruce plots together arc defined as the single 
tree stratum community of the sere. 
Pat~~r:E_~ of S.J!!?Cics abundance 
The hypotheses that the rclat ivc abundances of spider species 
in each of the communities are log-series distributions (Fisher ct .ii.. 
1%3) were tested {Fig. 9). The loi-serics distribution is the best 
approximation of the species ahu11Ja11ce relations for sriider communiti.:!i: 
(Post anc.J Riechert, 1977; Turnbull, lY66}. For my data the log-series 
may he considered the appropriate model for the aspen, fir, and spruce 
comr.1unitics. The pattern of species distribution of the tree and 
meadow communities seems to he geometric (May, 1975; Figs. 10,15). None 
of the spccfos distril,utions satisfies Williams' (1964) criterion for 
a log-nornal distrihtution (i.e., a strai~ht line is obtained when 
species rank is plotted as accumulated percentage on a probability scale}. 
Fisher's u diversity index (an estimate of the number of species 
represented by a single individual) increases with maturity, although 
a-spruce is less than a-f lr (Table 5). The number of incidental spc~ : ies 
(presur.iahly related to u) varies from 13 in the tree community to 2S in 
the fir, exhibiting the sar:ie trend as a. 
Characteristic and resident species of the communities 
Each of the resident species is considered to be "characteristic" 
of the cor:imunity from which the r.iost individuals were collcctcJ (Fig!>. 
11-14). The number of accidental species varies from 5 in 1:1c iir lo 11 
in the r.tcaJow. The number of resident species varies from lJ in the 
meadow to 19 in the fir (Table 5, Fig. 15). Because Jiffcrent samplin1~ 
Fig. <J. Rank-ahundancc curves for 5 spider communiti<.'s. 
The null hypothesis tcstc<l i~, lhat the observed 
<listrihution is <lcscrihcil hy Fisher's log-series 
model (fisher ct al., llJ4J). 
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Fig. 10. Dominance-diversity curves for ti~ spider species of 5 
communities. Numbers in parentheses arc the number of 
species for which one inJividual was collected. 
1000 4 GROUND STRATUM COMMUNITIES TREE STRATUM COMMUNITY 
Aspen Fir Conifer 
Meadow Spruce 
100 
10 
L ':::-ecies Rank \(13) (21) (15) :-
•' 
Table 5. Spider community parameters including: total number of species (ST); total number of individuals 
(NT); Fisher's Diversity Index (a); Shannon-Wiener Diversity Index (H'); number of characteristic 
species (SC); number of resident species (SR); frequency of characteristic species (SC/SR):total 
number of resident individuals (NR); number of guilds (SG); accidental species (SA); equitability 
= H'/lnSR (J'). 
Ground Strata 
Comrr.unities 
Meado1·1 
Aspen 
Fir 
Spruce 
Tree Stratum 
(Jrnnunitv 
Conifer 
All Species 
ST N T Cl H' 
37 946 7.82 2.05 
46 1785 8.97 2.00 
49 1507 9.86 2.45 
46 1237 9.35 2.46 
35 2017 6.68 2.11 
Resident Species of Comunities Guilds 
-
SA Sc SR Sc/SR NR H' J' S H' G 
11 9 13 0.69 841 1.55 0.61 5 0.78 
7 8 18 (). 44 1714 1.750.51 ~ 0.85 
5 5 19 0.26 1422 2.17 0.74 6 1.34 
9 8 16 0.50 1133 2.05 0.74 6 1.42 
N/A (16) (16) (1.00) 1889 2.06 0.75 7 1.50 
..... 
.. , 
Fi~. 11. ,\bsolutc ahundanc\?s in the ground strat:i of 4 seral 
sta~~cs of spider spec i cs cons idercd to b~ charac tcr 1st i c 
of the meadow community. (Gl = 7:..<:lotcs ~uohu~. G4 = 
Dras~ 1 us 1 :ira.£._rus • C4 "" ~l_l_c__i_l_r_i.!."1_ "li". L 3 = ~l opecos:1_ 
= Scot ine>l_la •·,·lvlucol _t.·ns, LS ,.. Pardosa 
,.,yuta. SJ = Tal:1vl•ra 1:1_i3uta. Sl = !?_c_l}_c_!l_~ americanus. 
Nl = ,\ntro<l iaetus mont.,nus). Values in parentheses arc 
pcrccntazcs of resident spiJcrs \Jhich are considered 
accidental l>ecausc they comprise less r :,an 5 per cent 
of the individuals collected. 
I I 
Meadow 
GI 
G4 
C4 
L3 
C2 
L5 
S3. 
SI. 
NI 
:. l 
Aspen Fir Spruce 1000 
100 
(.02) 
10 
(.04) 
1-'fg. 12. Absolute abundances 1n the ~round strata of 4 scral 
stages of splder species considered to be characteristic 
of the aspen community. (I.2 = Pardosa l!l.'.lckcnziana, 
J) = llclopho~~! tun,?.£.i'..!!.<~, M2 = an unidentified Erigonid, 
C) = M1cari 2 "A". Kl = Corcogonal hicornls, GS = 
Haplodrassus £_~nis, HS 
K2 = Anacornis proccps). 
an unidentified Erigonid, 
Meadow 
L2 
(0.0:3) 
J3 
Fir 
,, ') 
Spruce 
500 
100 
10 
4 
(0,02) 
Fig. 13. Absolute abundances in the ground strata of 4 sernl 
stages of spider species considered to be characteristic 
of the fir ground community. (El == Cicurlna robusta, 
Ll = Arctosa ~tccna, M6 = an unidentified Erigonid, 
J6 = 8athyph,1ntcs :;p •• G) = Gnaphosa !:)Uscorum). 
r, I 
Meadow Aspen Fir Spruce 
100 
10 
5 
Fig. 14. Absolute abundances in the ground strata of 4 scral 
stages of spider spec 1cs considered to he character istk 
of the spruce communJ ty. (Rl = Callobius ~ : .. ~, Ml = 
an unidcnt if icc..1 Eri~onid, M4 '-= an unidt.?ntificd Eri~oniJ, 
G2 = Orodra»sus co.>lo~jtdc_nsi 2 , ~I) = an unidcntif icd 
Erl~onid, Tl = $tcatoc.Ja lwspcra, K) = Wubana rcmiru..:sccns, 
MB= an unic.Jcntificd ErigonlJ). 
Meadow 
RI 
(0.02) 
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J j 
500 
100 
10 
Fig. 15. Dnminancc-,liversity curves for resident spider sp~ci~s 
of S communities (for specks codes sec Table 4). 
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techniques were l'l'lployl~d. tl11.? qu.:mtitative designations for characteristic 
,md accidental species ;1rc m>l applicable L,1 Lhe tri.'l' cor.irnsnityspid1.•r: : , 
all re::ident tree spiders arc considen ·d char.1cteristic. The numh'-'r 
of resident spccit.\S of a ground communi tv varies inversely with both 
the number of charactt.>ristic sp<!C I.es and t!ic number of accidental 
species (Table S). 
Spid1•r distrihutions and environmental varbhl<:'s 
The purpose of canonical cnrrelat ion analysis {C:CA) is to descrih1.· 
the basic rcl.1tionshirs h..r .wcen biotic and cnviron!'lcntal vari.'.lbles 
of the same samrles (plots). C:CA be~ins with 2 data niatriccs (Table 6: 
Figs. 11-ll•) and " •.• seeks linear compounds which maximally reveal tlw 
joint or common structure of the 2 matrices," (1.auch and Wentworth, 
l«l76). The samples arc then ordinated in 2 dimensions (a biotic 
variable dimension and an environmental variable dimension). The 
magnitude of the contrihution of each varlahlc to the correlation is 
the loadin~ on the original variable. 
The sridcrs and environmental variables of 12 plots were compare,!. 
Of tl1e 5 possible canonical correlations, the first canonical variate 
was 1dr,hly significant (p<0.01), for each case (Figs. 16-18), the 
rc~1lning 4 variates were not d l ~nificant (r>0.05). 
The 9 cnvironrnc:ntal vari:1hlcs (Tahlc b) segregate into J fairl y 
consistent ~roups. The meadow fa::tor (~1.F.) com,ists of one cm:ironnil·nt.il 
variable (hare c.lirt); the aspen factor (/LF. consists of 2 variables 
(grasses .inc.I forbs, low foliage index); aml the ~prucc factor (S.F.) 
consists of 5 associatcJ var iahlcs (litter dept! : , tr - ._. basal area, c:111wpy 
cover, dead lcuves and m•edlcs, logs). The high-foliag~~ inJ1.·X was not 
correlated to any biotic variable and so was non-infornativc (Tal>ll· t>). 
fig. 16. Canonical correlation of environmental variables 
(Table 6) to spider species with different foracing 
strate~ies (lo:1dln1is in parentheses); M.F. = mc:ido\.' 
factor, A.F. = aspen factor, S.F. = spruce factor. 
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Table 6. \'alues ior 9 environmental vari;ihles in 12 plots of a spruce-fir sen•. St.>e te::t for "in<l~x" 
u·.1it~: ,in,! r.'IC'tll(lds o' derivation. Asterisks indicate spruce factor variables used in Figs. 17-18. 
- --
FACTORS 
------- --- ·-· 
~lea<lo..., ,\spen Spruce 
Plots narc Grasses l.m.1 c~mopy Lt tter * Dcacl l.o~;s Tree Basal* lligh Foliage 
Dirt C. Forbo Fo 1 iage Cover Depth (en) Leaves Ar<'a lndex 
C) ( %) lnde:x ( ~-:) (x (~.O.)) (?) ( ~~) ( ~-) 
----- · 
Ml 43. 0 ,.o. 2 69.0 6.8 0 43.0 
~,2 42.fl 52.2 94.5 7.9 0 50.5 
~13 :>6.2 39.3 103.0 '•. 5 0 87.0 
Al 11. 7 31.4 87.0 76.4 (), 72(0,48) 44.l 12.5 (l, 19 Sfi.O 
,\2 14.5 30.0 96.5 65.4 0.86(0.26) 1,2. 8 12.2 0.12 U1.5 
,\) 10. I 22.0 84.5 81.8 0.16(0.15) 38.0 o_q 0. ~2 194.5 
Fl 1. 7 10.0 M,.5 64.9 5. (,4(2 .07) 56,9 31. 7 !1.18 120.5 
F2 fi. 3 1.l 48.5 63.5 1.51,(1.~ -S) 62.2 30.4 0.23 193.5 
n 0 28. l ,,2 .o 85.8 , •• 08(0. 91) 51,. 6 17.3 0.59 175.0 
~ 1 () ·1. 2 :: 1. r; 75.8 (,. ', (1. ~.) r,o. 7 1. (i • ll 0.17 110. :> 
=-
'-' 
Table 6. Continued 
Meado1o.· Aspen 
T· ; ,)tS Bare r.ra!ISCS Lo1o.• Canopv 
Dirt l, Forbs F()liar,t' C:over 
en ( i,) Index <n 
S2 0 0 7.0 83.3 
S3 0 2.1 10.0 90.7 
-------------
- · 
F'AC:TlRS 
--- -------
Spruce 
----·-
1.ittt!r Dead Lo,;s Tree B:1!=al 
Dc-pth (cM) Lenvcs Area ( x (S. n. )) <n ( ~~ ) en 
5.fi6(1.4fi) 83.1 1 fi.<l n.45 
4. 80(1. 96) <, 7. 4 30.5 o. S'i 
None 
llir,h Foliage 
Index 
57.0 
82.0 
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Of the 3 ccologJcal spiJer stratcg it.,s (Tahle 3), hunting spidl•rs 
are related positively to the M.L anJ the A.F. vari:lbles ,ind wcb-sj1hh·r:; 
to Lhc S.F. variahles. The correlation of ambushers to the S.F., thou:;h 
positive, is not significant (loading· ·. 0.50; Fig. 16). Thcch,1ractt. ·rist£c 
spiders of the meadow, aspo..>n, and spruce c01,11111111ities arc positively 
correlated to the meaJow, aspen, and spruce factors respectively (Fi~s. 
17, 18). The inverse correlations of the S.1-'. to the meadow spiders 
anJ Lhe H.F. to the spruce spiders are significant (loading, 0.50). ,\ll 
of the non-aspen spiders except C:icurina rohusta, a characteristic fir 
spidC'r, arc corrclatt·c..1 inversely to the A. F .. but none _ of the load inr,s 
is significant. 
Four of the 5 characteristic fir spic.Jers (~~~ ~igena, 
~~~t~ ·!__ntc!i sp, Cicurina robust..1, an unidentified erigonid, M6) arc 
inversely correlatcJ (2 si1'.nificantly, !!_~~yphantcs sp, and an unidcntif icd 
crigonid. M6) to all 3 environmental factors (Fis. 19). I concluJc that 
the distribution of fir spiders is not si~nif icantly correlated to the 
environmental variables measured. 
Resource use b~ the resident .3'£cics of the communities 
In the ti(!Je dimcusion spider species arc distributed alonr. s,•a, ,,w ;1l 
au<l cfai ly axes (Figs. 19-23); in space they o-::cupy different habitats 
(Figs. 16-13) and mlcrohabitats (figs. 211-25; Tahlcs 7-8). The size 
of prey taken (Enders, 1976) and the foragin~ rate of active hunters 
(Fig. 25, Table 9) arc both related to body size, the former posit ivo.:ly, 
amJ the latter ncr,atively. 
c,~ :!!'!_~t_i_SY parar:ieter~ 
Tlacrc arc 2 phcnological pat; crns of spider bio11,;Jss. In the grou11d 
Fi~. 19. C:uilJ affiliation anJ v~1r iat ion in Jaily and seasonal 
activity of rcsiJcnt spider species of the 
meadow ~round stratum L:OIM1unity. Center of circle 
r.ican date (nalcs); horL:ontal line"' mean date! . l S.lJ.; 
and size (radius of L:in.:l{' '"'avcra;;c 11.L. of males). 
Daily activity is not represented for web-spiders. 
Alopecosa kochi (L)) is probably represented by 2 
populations, individuals were diurnal ambushers in 
the early spr in1~ and nocturnal ambushers in the fall. 
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Table 7. Web location and web size for 15 web-spider species. Index 
of centrality refers to horizontal position in canopy betw~ett 
0 on tree trunk and lOOZ on canopy edge. N/A • not applicahlc. 
S:,ecics Ht: x(n, S. D.) Size: X(n, S.D.) Index of 
(cm) P.:?ripheral1ty 
Amaurobiidae 
Rl -2.3(). 2.5) 6.5(4, 2.4) oz 
Araneidae 
Al 116.6(14, 56. 7) 14.4(14, :7.1.6) N/A 
A2 161.0(4, 49.8) 5.5(4, 0.58) N/A 
Dictynldae 
D2 102.1(12, 69.2) 5.l(<J, 2.9) 1007. 
D3 73.3(14, 7.18) 12.4(13, 3.6) 10oz 
Linyphiidac 
11 105.0(51, 67.2) 17.2(44, 9.6) Sl ~; 
14 15.3(16, 18.7) 7.8(15, 2. 7) lJ¾ 
15 0.2(2, 21.2) 6.5(2, 2.1) N/A 
18 25.0(), 8.7) 11. 3(3, 1.2) N/A 
Jl 15.3(7, 16.5) 10.1(7, 3.0) 0"' ,.
J3 2.0(1, 0.0) 11.6(3, 1.5) N/A 
J6 <J.0(2. 1.4) <J.0(2, 1.4) ~J/ A 
Theridiidae 
Tl 40.9(17. 51.6) 12.2(13, 7.6) 4•· Iv 
T2 182.0(2, 2.8) 7.0(3, 3.0) 55% 
T3 82.1(12, 53.3) 5.7(11, 5.1) 427. 
Table 8. :-ucrohahitat occupancy time (secs) of i8 hunting :;pJa.:!r species . 
-
:·nmily 0pcn Surface GrounJ Surface 81! low Sur face Above Surface Above Surface Total 
Species with Plant Dascs ht < 15 cm ht> 15 cm (n, sec) 
--
F . Clubionidac 
C3 M 240 180 630 75 (3, 1125) 
C3 F 755 60 570 235 (4, 1620) 
C4 !-I 60 105 30 (1, 195) 
C4 F 405 150 975 90 (4, 1620) 
C4 im 315 15 30 15 (1, 375) 
F. trigontdac 
~,2 r 135 155 (1, 290) 
F. Gnaphostdac 
Gl 210 90 1800 (6, 2100) 
F. Lycosidae 
UM 285 60 30 (1, 375) 
L.2 M 885 30 75 {4, <l90) 
1.2 F 405 30 120 (2, 555) 
L~ ! m 2358 1185 120 (10, 366)) 
:,:; 
--' 
Table 8. Continued. 
r:- .a ~~~ -= ma: . • ----
Family Open Surface Ground Surface Below Surface 
with Plant Rases 
F. Lycosidae (continued) 
L3 M 675 75 
L3 F 1020 
LS F 480 270 
F. Philodromidae 
Pl F 120 
P2 M 
F. Salticidae 
Sl F 360 15 
S2 H 
S2 F 
S3 M 465 750 285 
S4 im 375 
SS M 1200 315 )() 
,\hove Surf ace 
ht< 15 crn 
2460 
405 
945 
495 
240 
/,hove Surface 
ht> 15 cm 
75 
Total (n, sec) 
(2, 750) 
(1, 1020) 
(2, 750) 
(2, 2580) 
(1, 480) 
(1, 375) 
(3, 945) 
(1, 495) 
(4, 1500) 
(1, 375) 
(4, 1785) 
:,: 
~ 
Table 8. Continued. 
Family Open Surface Ground Surface Below Surface 
with Plant Bases 
F. Salticidae (continued} · 
S5 im 990 375 30 
S6 F 
F. Theridiidae 
T2 ~I 
T3M 
Above Surface 
ht< 15 cm 
Above Surface 
ht> 15 cm 
375 
181 
750 
Total 
(n. sec} 
(2. 1395) 
(1, 375) 
(1. 181) 
(2, 750) 
:,c 
_, 
86 
Table 9. Values for size and rate of movement parameters for 16 spider 
species. 
Taxon Sex (n) B.L. No. 15 sec rrrr,/qec B.L./sec ln(body weight) 
(mr.1) Intervals (ma1 
Clubionidae 
C3 M(3) 3.41 75 7.1 2.082 0.104 
C3 F(4) 3.84 108 7.9 2.06 o. 38 
C4 M(l) 3.31 13 7.5 2.28 0.04 
C4 F(4) 3. 71 108 6.2 1.67 0.30 
Erigonidac 
M2 F(l) 1.9 19 4.2 2.21 -0.88 
Gnaphosidae 
Gl Misc(6) 6.0 140 2.6 0.433 1.77 
Lycosidae 
Ll M(l) S.99 25 2.2 0.37 1. 77 
L2 M(4) 5.49 66 3.5 0.64 1.44 
L2 F(2) 6.41 37 2.2 Ci. 34 2.05 
L3 M(2) 9.31 45 0.7 0.075 3.9 
L3 F(l) 10.36 68 0 0 4.58 
LS F(2) 6.47 so 2.6 0.04 2.08 
Philodromidae 
Bl F(2) 5.50 165 0.3 0.06 1.45 
B2 M(l) 4.25 32 5.6 1.32 0.6/. 
Salticidae 
Sl F(l) 25 
S2 M(3) 4.48 63 4.2 0.9375 0.79 
S2 F(l) 4.67 33 1.9 0.42 0.92 
87 
Table 9. Continued 
Taxon Sex (n) B.L. No. 15 sec mm/sec B.L./sec ln(body weight} 
(mn) Intervals (r.,~) 
Salticidac (continued) 
S3 M(4) 2.2 100 0.8 2.7 -0.67 
S4 im(l) 3.9 J3 3.9 1.00 0.42 
ss M(4) 4.6 119 7.9 1.72 0.87 
Theridiidac 
TJ M(2) 2.16 50 6.5 3.01 -0.66 
"" "" 
stratum comr.iunit ies, of the forest the m.iximum biom.is ~; occurs in the 
spring, there is a secondary mid-sunnner peak and a fall peak. The paltcr11 
is similar to that observed in other spider communities (l-lacMahon and 
Trigg, }q72; Peck, 1966). In the meadow and tree strata there is no 
spring peak and r.1aximum hiomass occurs in the fall (Figs. 27-28). 
In the ground strat111. , communities from meadow to spruce stages, Lota 1. 
biomass of spiders average size , proportion of web-spiders, s~mi-annual, 
biennial, and nocturnal spiders increase monotonically (Figs. 29-31) . 
Two measures of species diver s ity, F lshcr' s 11 Index and the Shannon ··\Hencr 
Information Theoretic Index, follow the same trend (Table 5, Fig . 31) . 
Fi~. 27. Changes in spider biomass over the 1977 and 1978 field 
seasons in 4 ground stratum communities. 
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Fig. 28. Changes in spider biomass over the 1977 and 1978 field 
seasons in fir and spruce tree strata spiders. 
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DISCUSS IO~ 
The communities 
Five spider communities were operationally defined. The communities 
and the number of resident species arc: meadow (13), aspen (18), fir (19). 
and spruce (16) ground stratum spider communities (herafter referred to as 
"meadow,"" aspen," "fir," and "spruce" communities), and a single conifer 
tree stratum spider community (16) (herafter referred to as "tree" 
community). Since there was little overlap of spider species betwet•n till' 
tree and gr0und stratum communities (adults of only one species, Tl, 
Steatoda henpera, of the 44 resident species of the sere were considered 
residents in a ground stratum community, spruce, and the trt!e stratum 
community) (Fig. 15), these communities will be discussed separately. 
The greatest difference among ground-dwelling spiders of the study 
plots is between meadow and forest (Figs. 6-7). The meadow community 
had the fewest resident species but the higlwst ratio of characteristic 
to resident species (0.69 where SC/SR= 9/13). Species arc defined as 
characteristic of the community in which they arc 111.1ximally abundant. 
Adapting Ln the meadow habitat and having the necessary attributes to 
occur in the forests may not be compatible. The meadows, because uf 
their dramatic <liurnal temperature fluctuations and the low humidity, seem 
to be the abiotically most severe environments. In such an environment 
physiological constraints arc important. 
While my stands represent 3 forest types (aspen. spruce, and fir) only 
2 spider faunas, aspen and spruce, can be distinguished. The third forest 
type, fir, is intermediate in its fauna and thus is occupied by an 
admixture of spruct: and aspen spiders (Figs . 12-14). 
Aspen and fir plots arc more similar (Figs. 6-7) than any of thL· 
I 011 
other pairwise combinations of plots. Thus, although different trees arc 
present in the 2 habitats the spider communities of the ground stratum .1r, , 
similar. Spiders of the coniferous forest ground stratum communities se em 
to be associated with structural or physioi;nomi,· factors rather than with 
either of tl1e conifer tree species per sc. One plot (Sl) which to my eye 
is physiognomically fir-like, clustered with the representative fir plots, 
although spruce predominated (Appendix I). Similarly, a spruce-like fir 
plot (Fl), was inhabited by a spider fauna similar to that of normal 
spruce plots (Figs. 6-7). 
The meadow and spruce stages exist at polar extremes on a habitat 
gradient the similarity of the community types is 0. JR for the meadow and 
0.45 for the spruce, the similarity coefficient of the aspen-fir 
assemblage is 0.61 (Fig. 6). 
The ground stratum communities were phenologically similar, although 
:1 spring biomass peak was lacking in the meadow (Fig. 27). Tht• 
year-to-year variation in seasonal activity. measured on an absolute 
(i.e •• Julian calendar) scale was not considered to be significant. A 
spider species is active during the same season every year (Fig. 32). 
There was no discernible difference between the spider populatinns 
occupying the tree strata of the 2 conifer species (Fig . 8). Stratton 
.:i. al. (1979) found that different spider communities occupied the 3 
conifer taxa which were considered to he physiognomically different at a 
site in nortl1ern Minnesota. I hypothesize that the fir and spruce tr~~s 
of the School Forest are so physio~nomically sin,, la:- that spiders do not 
distinguish between them. 
Spider guilds 
A recent interest in the functional aspects of community components 
Fi:> n. Date of ::wan activity of m.:.tlt~s of !.[, grounJ-J,..cllin~'. 
spider species, h = 197fi, 7 = 1977, H = 1978. For 
spec ics code d,~sign.:itions, sec Tahle 4. 
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is characterized by the introduction of the term guild. Root (1967) 
defined guild as" ... a group of species that exploit the same class of 
resources in a similar way.'' This definition has 2 implicatio~s. First, 
one must clearly define what is meant by "same class of resources." 
Secondly, one must define what is meant by resource exploitation in a 
"s11'1ilar way." 
Arachnologists to date eitl1er implicitly or explicitly divided 
spiders into guilds based on the manner of obtaining prey. In 2 of the 
earlier synoptic collations of spider natural history and taxonomy 
(Comstock, 1912; Emerton, 1902). the 2 "groups of families" listed by 
Emerton--web-spidcrs and wanderin~ spiders--havc been recognized numerous 
times (e.g., Balogh and Loska, 1948; Heydemann. 1961; Juberthie, 19'i5; 
Petrusewicz, 1938, in Turnbull, 1973), as have 3 of the 4 groups--weh-
spiders, ambushers, hunters, and kleptoparasites--listed by Comstock 
(1912) . Kleptoparasitcs have seldom (hut sec Lubin, 1978; and Rohimwn 
and Robinson, 1910). been allotted separate foraging strategy status. 
Web-spiders, ambushers. and hunters have often been considered to employ 
discrete foraging strategies (e.g., Huhta, 1971; Lowrie, 1942; Luczak, 
1963; Stratton ct al., 1979). To the best of my knowledge, all workers 
who have considered the matter have differentiated weh-huilders from 
non-web-builders. The criterion for that distinction seems to he that 
web-builders catch prey in a semi-permanent web, whereas non-web-buil<IC'rs 
<lo not use a web when foraging, or use it differently. 
Whether a spider is an ambusher or a hunter is objectively 
determined, by its behavior. Spiders which wait motionlessly and pounce 
on prey arc ambuHhers; those which actively search for prey are hunters. 
Gertsch (1949) apparently employed the usu~l criterion of web-versus 
non-web-builder, and another criterion for vagrant spiders relate,! to 
their usc of vision when huntin1;, such that he recogniz<-'d web-builder:;, 
long-sighted vagrants and short-sighted vagrants. Like other work<.'rs 
Barncs (1953) categorized spiders into 3 groups--web-builders and hunters 
of herbaceous stratum. cursorial spiders of the ground stratum, secr<.'tivc 
forms of the leaf-mold--using vertical location as one criterion- and 
behavioral prcpcnsities as the other. Thc foregoing arc examples of tl1e 
laq;e number of different )-group systems which could bc described bv 
using different criteria. 
Arachnologists who have differentiated hunters and ambushers have 
usually done it along strict taxonomic lines at the f,1m1ly level- Then· 
is little agreement about which families arc to be included in which 
categories. Thus, Brcymcyer (1966) included agelenids, hahniids, lycosids, 
pisaurids. and thomisids in the wandering spider group; whereas the 
wanderin~ spider "syntrophium" of Balogh and Loska (1948) consisted of 
hahniids, ctenids, and pisaurids. Turnbull (1973) considered ambushers 
and hunters to represeht extremes of a continuum from, respectively. 
thomisids to clubionids, with pisaurid~, philodromids, lycosids, salti~ids. 
a&d gnaphosids connecting them in that order. 
The> problem has been exacerbated in recent years when workers have 
intentionally attempted to consider both the resource class and the 
foraging strategy conditions when defining criteria to use for guil<l 
categories. Thus Abraham (1979) recognized 3, 5, or 7 guilds, Enders 
(1976) recognized 8 but implied that there are many 1rore, Hatley 0978) 
recognized 8 guilds (not the same ones that Enders listed), Post and 
Riechcrt (1977) recognized 11 guilds, and Robinson (1978) analyzed the 
interra.:tions among 4 guilds. Lubin (1979) lbted 5 weh-huilder guilds, 
differentiated on the basis c,f wch shapl'. 
Although the guild is an cclllogical catt!gory of convenience. 
arachnologists seem to accept thL· same ,·ritcrio11 for huntinr,-amhusliin)', 
spiders. but they apply it idiosyncratically. Thert• is evidence tlwt Ilic 
criteria--ambushers wait for pn•y, huntc•rs search activcly--can be 
quantified. Carrel and Heathcote (1976) described 5 "separate foraging 
styles" when they compared heart rate and hodv weight of spiders: l) 
large hunters (lower Standard rtetahulic Ran•, SMR, than expected); :.!J 
web-weavers (higher SMR than expl·cted); 3) small hunters; 4) tarantuL,~ : ; 
5) primitive hunters and weavers. The last 2 named arc not relevant 10 
this discussion. Enders (1976) has argued, primari iy on theon•tkal 
grounds. that large spiders must hl· amh11slwrs because of "freight" coi,1 
restrictions. My time-budget data indicate that neitht•r family ,1ffilLlli .. 11 
(exceptin~ that the species of some families. e.g •• clubionids, arc 
usually small, wlu--reas thL· specit•s of other families, e.g., lycosids, :;r,· 
usually larger) nor tt.•mpl•rature (Fig. 32) arc significantly rel.it ... ,! r" r !., 
foraging rate of active huntecs. It must be noted that time-budget 
data were recorded for active spiJcrs. They were probably thermorcguL1Ling 
behaviorally; and thus the body tcr.iperaturcs of the spiders and amui,·nl 
temperatures were · probably different. Body size was significantly 
correlated to foraging rate and the upper limit for active hunters 
(x-intercept, Fig. 6) corresponds to the lower limit of body size for 
Carrel and Heathcote' s "large hunters. ' There are, then, 2 rcason;il,l, 
criteria for ambushers and hunters: 1) family affiliation, such th.1L the 
species of so;11e families. thomisic.ls and philoc.lromids for example, ar,· 
ambushers; 2) body size, such that spiders with a body length (B. L.) · ,:1:1.11 
are ambushers, smaller spiders,not of ambushing families, are activ ... ii1111to.:r,;. 
Fig. 33. Plot of rate of movement against .~mhic•nt tt•m1w1·;it 11r,· 
for 14 hunting ~llich,r :-qw, :iL•s . 
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Three levels of ecological categorization art! proposed. Web-builders 
and non-web-builders ~re the 2 groups of the coarsest level of 
distinction. Ambushers, hunters and web-builders are 3 reasonably 
separate foraging strategics. And the 9 "guilds" presented in Table 
3 arc what I consider the finest degree of partioning which is consonant 
with usefulness. 
Guilds of ambushing and hunting spiders arc based on the reasonable 
evidence that non-web-builders exhibit dicl activity patterns (Dondalc 
ct al., 1972; Gertsch and Ricchcrt, 1976; personal observation) 
and it is assumed that different prey also arc active at different 
periods of the day. There is some indication that web-builders catch 
significantly different portions of the prey spcctru111 depending on what 
kind of web they build (Turnbull, 1973), and so I have "~"'d ~ minor 
modification of the web-shape criteria proposed by Lubin (1979) for 
web-buildt!r guilds. Host webs a~c semi·{>l.ffmancnt and there is some 
indication that at least some web-builders do not exhibit diel activity, 
but will accept prey at any time (Williams, 1962). 
Physical factors 
The distributions of spider species which use different foragin~ 
strategics (Fig. 16) and spider species of the ground stratum 
communities (Figs. 17-18) arc canonically correlated to three 
environmental factors. The meadow factor (H.F.) consists of one 
environmental variable (bare dirt); the aspen factor (A.F.) consisL~ 
of 2 variables (grasses and forbs, low foliage index); and the spruce 
factor (S. F.) consists off ive associated variables (litter depth, tr€!c 
basal area, canopy cover, dead leaves, and needles, logs) (Table 6). 
In a few instances, there is empirical evidence to suggest a 
possible cause-effect relationship represented by these canonical 
correlations. Across the sere there arc 7 resident erigonids 
(unidentified, see Table 4); of these, 4 arc characteristic of spruce, 
1 of fir, and 2 are aspen spiders (Figs. 12-14). The 2 species wnich 
build webs among the bases of grass stalks are aspen spiders; those 
which build webs in litter arc characteristic of spruce. Since tht! 
A.F. variables are low foliage and the "best" (i.e., highest loadin:.;, 
Fig. 18) S.F. variable is litter depth, it is reasonable to posit a 
possible cause-effect relationship between aspen and spruce factors 
and the characteristic aspen and ~prucc ~rtg~~ids. 
The distribution of Callohius ~~~ and the S.F. arc highly 
correlated (Fig. 18, right). ~- nomeus is the predominant spruce 
spider, it builds a web in aspen, fir, or spruce habitats in litter of 
sufficient depth (Fig. 24). 
lfl4 
The most abundant species of the sere was Pardosa mackenziana, a 
lycosid which was characteristic of aspen, and whose distribution 1.:.1s 
correlated to the A.F. (Fig. 17 1 right). In Colorado P. mackenziana 
"frequents shrubby areas" (Schmoller, 1970). If I assumed a caust!-cffl•ct 
relationship for the A.F. and the distribution of f_. mackenziana, I would 
<:xpect it to occur on the ground aMon~ shruhs where Schmollcr found il. 
Whether the observed relationships between spider distributions 
and environmental factors are cause-effect or not could, of course, 
only be determined by setting up an hypothesis, and performing 
experimental manipulation of the environmental variables to test it. 
The more substantial value of the correlation~ is the use 
which can be made of the quantifiable environmental VJriables as 
predictive indices of spider conununity composition. Whether a 
cause-effect relationship exists or not is a moot point. Nor is it 
necessary to assume that the spider species arc actively responding 
to specific environmental variables and so selecting the habitat's 
which they will occupy. 
Community structure 
l In 
The structures of the spider communities of the study site are 
described as the distribution of spider species in 6 dimensions of a 
hyper-space. Two of the dimensions are related to food (type and si~e), 
2 are related to phenology (seasonal and daily), and 2 are spatial 
(habitat and microhabitat). 
Two of the important ecological processes which mediate the 
location of a species in the multi-dimensional framework of a community 
are physical factors and competitive interactions. If any of the 
tolerance limits of a species ar~ violated by the enviroru:iental 
conditions in a habitat, either biotic or abiotic in nature, the 
species will be excluded. The exact position which a species occupies 
in a habitat will be determined or modified, at least in part, by its 
encounters with other species which require the same limiting resources. 
Size and foraging technique attributes and patterns of occurencc 
Ln time by the resident spider species of a habitat represent the 
structures of those communities (Figs. 19-23). The patterns of 
microhabitat occupancy by those species (Figs. 24-25; Tables 7-8) 
arc additional structural components. 
The structural patterns of food use in time and spal·t..· by different 
specici; of a community result from lon~ term co-adaptation by the 
lit 
component species. The community characteristics of any species are the 
result of evolutionary and ccoloRical processes occuring at various tlm~ 
scales. In one sense, since a species always occurs in a milieu 1.ithollll'r 
specie!,, we can say that all of these species are part of its evolutionary 
context, i.e., all the species in an ecosysteci are to some extent involved 
(Whittaker and Woodwell, 1972). In a few instances for the spiders in 
this study the nature of the original axis of overlap for a pair of species 
can he inferred. I have chosen 4 pairs of similar-sized species for which 
the axis of probable diffcrentiat ion can be isolated (Fig. 25). For 2 
species a linear dimension (i.e., body length) ratio of the larger to the 
smaller of 1.28 or greater is sufficient for ecological segregation by 
size (Hutchinson, 1959). It is assumed that food, time, and space, are the 
inportant resources which are partitioned (Schoener, 1974). 
Arctosa alpigena and Pardosa mackenziana are large (B.L. ratio= 
1.09) forest-dwelling lycosid spiders which are active in the spring 
(Fig. 22) and iornge (Fig. 25) in similar microhabitats. Of the 
v.-riables which I have studied ~- a.lpigena and P. mackenziana differ 
only in that A. alpigena is nocturnal and P. mackenziana is diurnal. 
The medium-sized (B. L. ratio • 1. 03) clubionid ant mimics, !iicar i.1 
"A:" and Micaria "B," are functional equivalents in different habitats. 
They hunt actively during the day in similar microhabitats (Fig. 25) 
in the spring (Figs. 19-20). Micaria "A" is a forest spider, whereas 
Micaria "B" is char.icteristic of the meadow. ln the communities where 
they arc residents they occupy similar positions along the axes for 
which I have data. 
Two large (B.L. ratio a 1.12) meadow spiders, the gnaphosid 
Zclotes tuobus and the salticid fellcncs americanus, arc diurnal, 
112 
summer-active, hunters (Fig. 19). These 2 spiders forage in d iffcrcnt 
microhabitats (Fig. 25); !• ~i:_icanus forages on the surface, ~- ~obu_:i 
presumably forages below the surface. (Time of occurence below the 
surface was calculated when a spider was observed periodically entering 
and leaving the microhabitat.) They appear to utilize the same portions 
of 5 resource axes; it is inferred that they coexist by virtue of their 
segregation on the microhabitat axis. 
The interpretation of the nature of the interraction between 
Pellenes laggani and Metaphid ippus aeneolus seems to be complex. These 
large (8.L. ratio = 1.00) salticids arc diurnal hunters which are 
spring-breeding, forest species. H. acneolus hunts in the tree stratum, 
whereas !· laggani docs not venture higher than 15 cm from the ground 
surface. Having observed both species in the field, they appear to 
behave similarly, i.e., do the same thing in different strata, and in 
that sense arc functional equivalents. 
The 2 lycosids coexist spatially in the forest habitat because 
they are separated along the daily temporal axis. z. tuobus and 
f• amcricanus coexist spatially in the meadow by virtue of differential 
microhabitat use. The 2 clubionids do not coexist spatially. I infer 
thnt their separation may have resulted from their previously having 
interractcd competitively. Competitive exclusion is also inferred 
for the pair of salticids. 
There are a large number of possible pair-wise interractions 
between the resident species of the 5 seral cormnunities; 4 pairs of 
species were selected for which a single axis of probable differentiation 
could be isolated. At a h1gher level of abstraction, however, the species 
of different communities can exhihit resl•urce partitioning in different 
111 
dimensions to varying degrees. For example, invertebrates arc ~~µcctcJ 
to be segregated in seasonal and daily times of activity, and herbivores 
arc not expected to be separated in time because the food which they 
exploit is not active at different times, and because habitat di~cnsions 
arc ususally more important than food-type or temporal dimensions 
(Schoener, 1974). 
Dominance-diversity curves (Figs. 10, 15) are thought to provide 
insight into the manner whereby species apportion resources (~lay, 1975). 
None of the dominance-diversity curves fit the log-series model ;it the 
957, level (a= 0.05), at the 907. level (u = 0.01) the dominance-diversity 
curves of the 3 forest hround stratum communities fit the log-series 
moJcl (Fig. 9). Although one cannot statistically test the fit of the 
dominance-diversity curve to a geometric mudcl, it appears tl~t the 
dominance-diversity curves for the meadow and tree cot."munities arc 
approxir:iately gco~clric. The geometric nature of the dooinance-divcrsity 
curve of a comx:iunity is indicative of "relatively small and simple 
communities of species, whose ecology is governed by some dominant 
factor .... " (~lay, 1975). Most (88.6%, Fig. 5) of the meadow spiders art: 
diurnal hunters. So, little differentiation is present in the daily time 
and food-type dimensions. And since the meadow, lacking trees, h 1.,ss 
heterogeneous spatially than the forests, the degree of microhabitat 
separation is probably limited. The "dominant factor," then, is presumably 
differential use of food-sizes over seasonal time (Fig. 19). 
Spiders of the tree community lack temporal stratification. Thirteen 
of the 15 species which breed there do so during the spring (Fig. :n); and 
14 of the 15 build webs which function throughout the day. I>ifferential 
use of the architectural structure of the forest:; is proh.:ih.ly the pr ir:iary 
I I• '. 
~ay tree spiders arc segregated (Fig. 24). 
The log-series dominacc-diversity curve of the spruce spiders 
(Fig. 9) may reflect the existence of "many" (i.e., spatial and t~mporal) 
important ecolo~ical factcrs. The resident spiders of the sprue~ 
community arc dispersed in seasonal (Fi1;. 23) and daily time (Fig. 31, 
bottom; 447. of the spruce spiders arc nocturnal). They use different 
foraging strategics (Fig. 30, top; 69 % of the spruce spiders arc 
web-spiders) in the complex (Uctz, 1977) deep-litter (Table 6) forest 
floor. 
Ecological succession 
The communities of a succcssional sere arc a chronoscquencc from 
young to old. Thus, parameter values of young communities can be 
compared to the values of older communities to describe community 
changes over time. I will attempt to relate the changes observed 
in spider communities to general succcssional trends. Odum's (1969) 
codification of predictions relating to the nature and direction of 
successional changes in various community parameters can serve as 
the model to which observed changes can be compa1 ,·d. 
Total organic matter is hypothesized (Odum, 1969) to be greater 
in more mature stages. The total biomass of spiders increased 
monotonically from meadow to spruce stages (Fig. 29, top). Tiu! 
active density units of spider pitfall trap data arc probably not 
comparable to absolute density (see Materials and Methods). !!akin~ 
the, probably invalid, assumption that both mcasureti arc comparabl~. 
I provisionally accept Odum's organic matter hypothesis. 
11 '.i 
Two of Odum's hypotheses conc-:?rn the number and distribution of 
species. lie hypothesized that the number of spccics increases with 
co!Mlunity maturity as docs the equitabil ity component of species 
diversity. Both trends were observed. Number of species (49) and 
number of resident species (19) increased to a maximum in the fir stage 
(Table 5, ST, SR). Equitability of species was highest in the maturo:: 
conifer stages (Table 5, J' = 1.7). The sa~c trends were observed for 
Fisher's Diversity Index and the Shannon-Wiener Diversity Index 
(Table 5, u, H'; Fig. 31, top); like species richness, diversity 
peaked in the fir (a= 9.35, H' = 2 45 for ~11 species, 2.17 for 
resident species). Guild diversity increased monotonically to a 
maximum in the spruce (Table 5, H' = 1.42). Odum's species diversity 
hypotheses arc not rejected on the basis of spider community data. 
Stratification and spatial heterogeneity are predicted to change 
from a poorly-organized Lo a well-organized state (Odum, 1969). 
The proportion of web-spiders increases in more mature communities 
(Fig. 30, top). S.i.nce the web is a semi-permanent structural device 
which usurps space it also increases spatial heterogeneity. Spider 
communities of 2 strata (ground and tree) were present in the mature 
stages. On the basis of the evidence presented I do not reject 
Odum's stratification and spatial heterogeneity hypothesis. 
Organism size is hypothesized to increase with maturity (Odum, 
1969). The average size of adult spiders does increase monotonically 
from meadow to spruce (Fig. 29, bottom). However, the largest spiders 
of the sere were Antrodiaetus montanus and Alopecosa kochi (Table 4). 
both characteristic meadow spiders. Depending on which critrr13 arc 
used--avcrage size or maximum size--one could either accept or reject 
the organism size hypothesis. Assuming that the averasc slzP is more 
meaningful, I do not reject Odum's organism size hypothesis. 
I :t, 
Life cycles arc hypothesized to be short and simple in developmental 
stages and long and complex in mature stages (Odum, 1969). The 
proportion of semi-annual species increased with maturity (Fig. 30, 
bottom). They are small spiders with 2 generations per year, so they 
have the shortest life cycles of the scral spiders. The proportion 
of biannual species also increases with maturity (Fig. 30, bottom). 
So, the proportion of species with either short or long life cycles 
increases in more mature stages. There were more annual spiders in 
the earlier stages. If the annual life cycle is interpreted to be 
simpler than either the semi-annual or the biannual, then one could 
argue that the simple-complex aspect of the life cycle hypothesis is 
supported by the spider community data. There is, however, no acceptat>lc 
definition for complex (May, 1976), and so neither aspect of the life 
cycle hypothesis can be rigorously teste:!. 
Dondale et al. (1972) proposed that temporal stratification is 
maximum (i.e., 50% diurnal, 50% nocturnal species) in "climax" communities. 
The amount of temporal stratification was approaching the maximum in the 
spruce community (Fig. 31, bottom). The temporal stratification 
hypothesis is provisionally accepted. 
In summary, 6 of Odum's (1969) hypotheses were addressed; 5 .>f tl,c 
6 were provisionally accepted, the 1 ife cycle hypothesis could not b,· 
tested. One hypothesis proposed by Dondale ct al. (1972) was 
provisionally accepted. 
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SUM!·IAitY A:m CONCLUSIONS 
Of the 99 spider species which were collected during the course 
of this study, 44 were considered residents of the sere; the residents 
were distributed among 5 no1:1inal communities. including: meadow, 
aspen, fir, and spruce ground strata spider communities, and one 
conifer tree-stratum community. Among the ground-stratum communiti..•s 
those at the succcssional cxtremes- - meadow and sprucc--werc the most 
distinct. Among the forest communities only aspen and spruce 
communities were distinct. The fir spider community is faunally 
intermediate between aspen and spruce, i.e., contains an admixture of 
aspen and spruce spiders. The fir and spr•"•n ~ .. ou~d-stratum spider 
species arc associated with habiLat physiognomy rather than with the 
tree taxa per sc. The spider faunas occupying the tree-stratum of the 
fir and spruce stages do not differ. 
Criteria for recognizing J foraging str :1tcgic!: ,,nd 9 spider g11i lJs 
arc presented. The 3 foraging strategics arc web-building, ambushiue:. 
and hunting. Web-building spiders inhabit a web when foraging. 
Ambushing spiders wait for prey, while hunting spiders actively search 
for prey. Large spiders (i.e., body length (B.L.) > 8 mm) arc ambushers. 
Hunting spiders arc small (i.e •• B. L. < 8 mm). Spiders using the :-..1rnc 
foraging strategics, but exploiting different resource classes arc 
considered to belong to different guilds. Web-building guild critcrLi 
arc web shapes, the 5 guilds include: line-, surfarc-covcring-, ,,rl,-, 
sheet-. and space-webs. Guilds of ambushing and hunting strategics 
arc based on time of activity and include diurnal and nocturnal 
.imbushiug and hunting spiders. 
The distribution of hunting spiders was positivt·ly correlated 
canonically to meadow and aspen cnvironment~l factors. The meadow 
l lo 
factor consists of the single environmental variable. bare dirt; the 
aspen factor consists of 2 environmental variables. grasses and forb~. 
and a low foliage index. \./ch-spiders and ambushing spiders arc 
positively correlated canonically to a spruce factor. whic~ consists of 
the S environmental variables. litter depth, canopy cover, tree basal 
area. dead leaves and needles, and logs. Distributions of characteristic 
spider species of the meadow, aspen, and spruce ground-stratum 
communities were positively correlated canonically to the meadow. aspen, 
and spruce environmental factors. respectively. Evidence was considered 
adequate for postulating a cause-effect relationship between the aspen 
and spruce factors and 8 of the resident spider species. Two 
unidentified erigonid species and the lycosid, Pardosa mackenziana, 
were associated with the aspen factor; 4 unidentified eri~onid specie! ; 
and the amaurobiid Callobius nomeus, were associated with the spruce 
factor. 
The structures of the 5 nominal communities of the sere are 
represented in 6 dimensions, includin~: 2 spatial dinensions (habitat 
and microhabitat); 2 temporal dimensions (daily and seasonal), and 2 
food-related dimensions (food-type and food-size). The axes of 
probable differentiation were isolated for 4 pairs of species. The 
lycosids Pardosa mackenziana and Arctos~ alpigena differ in daily time 
of activity; the meadow spiders Zelotes tuobus am! Pcllenes anericanus 
forage in d lffcrent microhabitats; the clubionid ant mimics Micaria_ ".\" 
and Micaria "B", and the forest salticids Pcllenes !a.~i .::id 
~etaphldippus acncolus, arc functional equivalent~ - in different h~; itats . 
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The dominance-diversity curves of the meadow ground-stratum spiJl·r 
community and the conifer tree-stratum spider community arc geometric. 
The ''dominant factor" which governs the ecology of the meadow spider!> 
is differential use of the habitat through seasonal time; exploitatlc,n 
of different food-sizes is probably a factor of secondary importance. 
The dominant factor for the tree spider communlty is differential use of 
the microhabitats provided by thl! architectural structure of trees. 
The species distributions of the forest ground-stratum communities arc 
log-series. There is m> primary factor to which those forest spiders 
respond; both spatial and temporal resource dimensions arc important. 
Six of the hypotheses about successional change in animal 
community characteristics posited by Odum (1969), and one hypothesis 
proposed by Dondale et al. (1972) were addressed. Increases with 
maturity predicted by Odum were observed for the following spider 
community parameters: total biomass, species divcrsity--richness 
component, species diversity--equitability component, stratification aud 
spatial heterogeneity, and organism's mean size. The increase in temporal 
stratification predicted by Dondalc ct al. was observed. Odum's life 
cycle hypothesis (Le., short aud simple life cycles in early stages, 
long and complex ones in mature stages) could not be tested because, 
depending on the life cycle type considered, I found diametri,· .. 11ly 
opposed trends (semi-annual and biennial life cycle types both increased 
with maturity). If either trend were chosen the life-cycle length 
aspect of the hypothesis could either be accepted or rejected. The 
second aspect of the hypothesis could not be addressed because it is not 
clear how the terms "simple" and "complex" can be applied to spider life 
cycles. 
L:'.O 
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Appendix I. Statist1cal parameters for tree species in 9 forest plots 
of a spruce-fir sere: N = number of individuals; x = average area (cri) 
breast-height; S.D. = standard deviation of area at hreast-heiqht; 
r = surrrnation of areas at breast-height; L = live; D = dead. 
Aspen Fir Spruce 
L D L D I. D Total 
Plot Al 
n 79 8 2 89 
X 231.05 79.64 22.97 
S.D. 170.31' 91.14 10.54 
.. 18252.95 178.78 45.94 18936.02 
Plot A2 
n 103 38 1 1 141 
-
X 110. 23 14.55 62.07 12.97 
S.D. 149.60 15.34 
r 11358.86 552.95 62.07 12.97 ll 9P.f. !35 
Plot A3 
n 170 19 8 1q7 
-X 118.17 20.97 235.31 
S.D. 1'12.79 34.22 255.27 
r :1!1088.54 398.41 1882 .46 223fi9.41 
Plot Fl 
n 117 16 37 3 174 
-
X 241.24 100.33 28.36 214.33 59.91 
S.D. 138.52 43.33 399.44 27.42 
i: 241.24 8728.34 453.75 7930.13 179.73 17533.19 
L)O 
Appendix I. Continued 
Aspen Fir Spruce 
L D L D L D Tota 1 
Plot F2 
n 4 2 72 12 3 93 
X 697.39 388.57 176.60 611.62 825.85 
S.D. 561.7€ 43.R9 297.05 586.05 653.47 
r. 278~.57 777.13 12715.46 7339.44 247i.56 23309.59 
Plot F3 
n l! 2 91 19 30 1 147 
-X 779.18 216.67 295.82 363.23 706. 31 447.73 
S.D. 314.8() 223.57 431.00 580.17 1015.82 
}: 3114.70 433.34 26919.41 6901.34 211139.18 447.73 59007.7n 
Plot Sl 
n 17 6 40 5 68 
-
X 13. 72 349.71 753.44 965.97 
S.D. 17.84 267.33 1107. 90 1398. 31 
r. 233.25 2098.24 30137.48 4829.85 37298. r,2 
Plot S2 
n 1 9 3 59 3 74 
·-X 324.29 299.85 905.47 657.88 93.81 
S. D. 470.60 393. 16 542.23 64. 11 
r. 324.29 2698.66 2716.40 38815.10 281.43 44835.88 
l'll 
Appendix I. ~ontinued 
Asp~n Fir Soruce 
L D L D L 0 Tota 1 
Plot S3 
n 1 16 16 112 3 148 
-X 585.56 158.89 11 O. 78 465.37 60.74 
S.D. 214.29 160.45 481.46 59.83 
l: 585.56 2542.24 1772.49 52121.95 182.21 5466?..21 
Append ix 11 • 
Three measurements were made on each web including: height; 
horizontal location in tree canopy; and size. Spiders which build 
line-, surface-covering;, or space-webs usually use a retreat, 
sheet-web spiders wait near the center of the web. The location of 
a retreat or the cent~c of a sheet-web was taken as the point for 
deterr.dning the values for height and horizontal position. For 
orb-webs the center of the orh was the point so used. 
Horizontal position for a weh is determined as the ratio of the 
distance from tree trunk to web-center, divided by the distance from 
tree trunk to canopy edge. l'hat value (as the average of n measur<'r.ienls) 
multiplied by 100 is the "index of pcriphcrality" of Table 8. 
Orb-webs and sheet-webs between trees or built in litter on the ground 
were not considered to be in the canopy. 
Web size was considered to be the.- length of a line-web, diameter of 
the orb of an orb-web, or maximum straight-line distance of sheet-, 
surface-covering-, or space web. 
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for basic research in herpetology. 
Teaching Assistant, Department of Biology, Univ. of Utah 
9/69-6/70, 9/70-6/71. Taught laboratories and lectured as 
required in elementary human anai:omy, herpetology, and microtechnique. 
Teaching Fellow, Department of Biology, Univ. of Utah 
9/71-8/72. Laboratory Coordinator for an elementary human 
anatomy course with an enrollment of ca. 600 students and ten teaci1in~ 
assistants; wrote (with Dr. J. M. Legler) a 40-page Guide for Hum.1n 
Anatomy Teaching Assistants. 
Genetics Lecturer (U.S. Peace Corps), Nat'l Univ, of Malaysia 
12/72-2/75. Taught population genetics, general genetics, 
evolution, environmental pollution, general science (for 1st-year 
Moslem theology students), and 3rd-year seminar. 
Faculty Adviser 1£. Zoology Museum, Nat'l Univ. of Malaysia, 2/73-2/75. 
Research Assistant, Ecology Center, Utah State University 
6/76-9/76, 6/77-9/77, 6/78-9/78. Collected data for doctoral 
dissertation; assisted in supervision of technicians, and maintenance 
and operation of field station at which I resided. 
Teaching Assistant, Dep't of Biology, Utah State University 
9/76-6/77, 9/77-6/78, 9/78-6/79. Laboratory instructor in 
general biology, biology for the citizen, herpetology, animal 
communities, introductory physiology, human anatomy; cadavers were 
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used for the first time in human anatomy at Utah State during 1978 
and 1979; I performed most of the dissection during 1978 and sup'-•n·isL•d 
six pre-medical seniors who dissected two cad.ivcrs during 1979. 
HONORS A.~D AWARDS 
N.itional Merit Scholarship Letter of Commendation, 1962 
Nominated to Sigma Xi, 1972 
Graduate Research Fellowship, Utah St.ite University, 1975 
MEMBERSHIPS 
American Arachnological Society 
Americ.in Society of Ichthyologists and Herpetologists 
American Society of Zoologists 
Society of Systematic Zoology 
The American Society of Naturalists 
The Ecological Society of America 
FOREIGN LANGUAGES: German, Chinese, and Malay 
EXTRACURRICULAR CTIVltlES 
8/65-1/68. Traveled and worked on the West Coast (U.S.A.), 
North Europe, the Balkans, West Asia Arab countries, Israel, and 
Quebec. 
2/75-6/75. Traveled overland from Nepal to London, returning 
from Peace Corps assignment. 
PAPERS IN PREPARATION 
Spider biomass: correlation of dry weight to body length. 
Plastral kinesis in Hcosemys spinosa. 
Husk glands in Recent turtles. 

